
I am the founder of Peralta Clothing an international project with active projects ongoing and

partners in Europe, Germany, Belgium and Spain, Latam and USA. 

We work with mechanical design engineer for automotive and aeronautical business units

connecting the dots inside Automotive, Fashion and sustainability to reduce the industrial

waste production. We empower carmakers to reduce their CO2 footprint by upcycling their

premium automotive leather. Our transformative process repurposes these valuable

materials into raw materials for the consumer goods, fashion, Fashion designers and luxury

small leather goods industries. We grant SMEs exclusive access, fostering a sustainable future

where every leather piece finds purpose, enhancing our world's beauty.  

Our goal is to transform 2 tones ( we have already the material in our facilities ) of fine high

quality automotive leather the next months. Transparency Peralta Clothing as a Brand unites,

high quality, automotive, sustainability and fashion, all this content is inside our ADN but we

are more than this flat explanation. We are a community and as a community member a part

of our mission is to support other members through cultural initiatives and other interactive

activities to be stronger in our long term relationship & vision../ , and target audience: B2B /

Small leather goods companies / Shoemakers/Bags makers, designers: Fashion designers ,

shoe designers, small leather goods designers and content management agencies.

 We empower carmakers to reduce their CO2 footprint by upcycling their premium

automotive leather. Our transformative process repurposes these valuable materials into

raw materials for the consumer goods, fashion, Fashion designers and luxury small leather

goods industries. We grant SMEs, small leather goods designers , fashion designers and

companies exclusive access to create new leather consumer and industrial goods, fostering a

sustainable future where every young and creative person has a big opportunity to show the

talent , with our social work program every person can learn how to work with leather using

our educational material and workshops, with this kind of initiatives we are empowering

persons in high exclution risk, single moms, teenagers moms and male workers too to

explore their talents to create a stable work position with a balanced salary and a 100 dignity

integrity. We know that each leather piece finds purpose, enhancing our world's beauty. We  

find it important to analyse very well the concept before start designing how can be managed

the material after the product lifetime period and its new usabilities and upcycling process.

We also have been contacting different universities in Europe, Germany,Belgium and Spain,

Latam and USA to create real traction to attract new talents and its projects for the future

fashion starting in Europe starting today.

Due to the top secret ambiente inside the automotive world for us was a big challenge to

have access to 2 tonnes of fine high-quality automotive leather as a raw material some

months ago , difficulties: To select and to separate 2 tonnes of fine high-quality automotive

leather as a raw material with its storage, another big difficulty was to have access to top

fashion, shoe, bags and small leather goods designers , and advice for becoming more

sustainable: To be able to produce a sub product with our own leather leftovers.

 Frank Peralta

https://peraltaclothing.com/

